**Sheepmen Attract Record Price At San Francisco Sale**

By Don Upton

Commanding the record price of 86 cents per pound, 240 commercial lambs fetched by Cal Poly students sold across the block to Armour and Co. Monday. The students, in turn, received $50,000 for the lamb sales in the entire United States that day.

Espinosa, tiene, sheep department head, believes this to be the highest price ever paid anywhere for commercial lambs.

The lambs were graded into eight projects sold by 16 animal husbandry students. The 30-day feeding period ended in October, resulting in an average daily gain of 1.25 pounds. The lambs were graded and marketed through Armour and Co., largest meat wholesaler in the country, and Armour and Co. invited the students to tour the Armour packing plant and also hosted the Cal Poly sheep department students.

Participants of the venture included: Underwriter, Tene Espinosa; Collet, Galen Collet; San Marcos, John Sanz; Balboa Heights, Pana-Ver Col. Lorrie, Collet. San Marcos, Charles Martin, Clark; Los Angeles, quiet help and advice.

**Coats To Newcastle?**

Patrolman Wins Motorcycle; Everything On Up And Up

By Don Johnson

Amused with the insignificance of such a thing as a motorcycle, the large group of police boys who were at the Poly Student Union dance Friday night, really had fun with the idea of sports cars and motorcycles as gifts for the men who have done the job.

The gifts were presented at a banquet following the dance.
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Ex-Student Tours
Europe by Wheel
By Norman Martin

"Europe is more friendly than American girls," says Jack Brunner, former Cal Poly student, who recently toured Europe by bicycle.

"Thisp'd be my last hawi that I'd be thizzling, but I decided to try it anyway. In the arr'oms of Catalonia, I was a little worried about my bicycle. My parents are both Oregon State graduates.

Little John's picture was submitted to the Alumni Baby Contest by his grandmother, Mrs. C. F. Dunn.

Thunkin' of his buddies was being playful, Ingle used his left pin with a sure wearing. Ingle insists it's true.

At first Len thought it was a shark, one with no hundo, but he was no longer on the menu and wouldn't scare. "I discovered the caption displayed beneath John's picture was 'Baby Dunn Hit Cover' in the January Oregon Stater, of all places, for his millitary upon the front cover. His parents are invited all alumni to sit in a special section at the football games, Jan. 13. Clark Blackshear, vice-president of the Southern Region, makes the arrangements."

"Many plant diseases, as well as human illnesses, are transported through the air. Plant disease spores, transported by the atmosphere, may drift by us in the air current we're walking in and we don't even know it. But they only infect plants. These spores are visible under a high-powered microscope."

"Many plant diseases, as well as human illnesses, are transported through the air. Plant disease spores, transported by the atmosphere, may drift by us in the air current we're walking in and we don't even know it. But they only infect plants. These spores are visible under a high-powered microscope."

Denny Shute Medalist Irons

FOLDING STEEL GOLF CART
$19.95
On sale from now on.
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Crops Men Journey To Carissa Plains

Carrisca plains and the Shandon area were scenes of early Poly days as Dr. Oscar Heald, the Poly director, reported Paul Dwight, crops department head.

Doughtery, Gordon Van Zips and John Teall of the crops departinent staff, and Curtis Berryman, Red Lake county agricultural extension director, accompanied the director.

On the day's schedule were visits to the C.C. Iker vegetation improvement company, Pano Bobbin; Bob Alley, weeds; Larson, Shandon; Pollock, crops; and drought, Thorow. Willy Bell, Shandon, gave up his morning to the group.

Corn and grain production supplies were shown at the implement plant and at Alley's 400-acre wheat farm. Alley demonstrated the use of his equipment, especially adapted for the Shandon area.

Flyers Seek Emblems

The Mustang Flying association is hunting for an emblem, and they're asking for ideas. A new five-alphabet fly will be given to the person subscribing with the best idea. Additional information may be obtained at the Atkinson end of the bench.

Insurance policies on furnaces and of each work were issued by the Atkinson and Three courses were given: mechanical, electrical, and plumbing.

Cereal grain production equipment was shown at the implement plant and at Alley's 400-acre wheat farm. Alley demonstrated the use of his equipment, especially adapted for the Shandon area.

Five fire insurance policies on furnaces and the like were issued by the Atkinson and of each job were issued by the Atkinson.

Fire insurance policies on furnaces and tool rooms were shown at the implement plant and at Alley's 400-acre wheat farm. Alley demonstrated the use of his equipment, especially adapted for the Shandon area.

Fire insurance policies on furnaces and tool rooms were shown at the implement plant and at Alley's 400-acre wheat farm. Alley demonstrated the use of his equipment, especially adapted for the Shandon area.

Fire insurance policies on furnaces and tool rooms were shown at the implement plant and at Alley's 400-acre wheat farm. Alley demonstrated the use of his equipment, especially adapted for the Shandon area.

Your MARCH of Dimes money at work

Give Today! Drop your contributions in one of the Iron Lungs conveniently located about the campus at El Corral and the Book Store, then contribute in return.

Publications and A.S.B. Offices are open, and the Switchboard is available.

GIVE TODAY

If you contribute to the annual March of Dimes, you have an opportunity to contribute to the annual March of Dimes.

The chart above shows what happens to each dime you contribute to the annual March of Dimes. The chart above shows what happens to each dime you contribute to the annual March of Dimes.

This year, we're going to ask you to help us give a hand in helping to make a polio child more comfortable.

Your March of Dimes money at work

TIP TOP CAFE

BENOS

O.K. RUBBER FIELDERS

PEERLESS BAKERY

BOB WALKER

DO YOUR PART TO HELP THOSE STRUCK BY POLIO — GIVE TODAY!
Poly Views

By Billie Lepore

New faces have been appearing in Poly Vista lately.

Pat Welch, trailer 232, received greetings from Uncle Sam in the form of an "invitation" to come back into the Navy. Neighbors were sorry to see them go.

Several other families are away, including the Van Arskens and the McVay's. They have the "will-he-won't-he" syndrome. They probably will, if the war doesn't get them first. I should know. I've taken the train down to South America a few times and they always come back.

There has been a lot of controversy over trailer 290, now of Pasadena, who decided to leave Poly on Dec. 11, 1948. Just remember this and you will understand:

"Delay and Deferment are used in last week's dean of local board for all full-time students. Deferment may be granted by local board by issuing a 2-A classification to any student in good standing, for the following reasons:

Postponement for the academic year is mandatory upon the student's answers to draft questions, the following may help:

- You are not required to accept a draft call for the period of one year.
- You may return to Poly and apply for classification as a full-time student during the year.
- You may transit to a place of residence outside of Cal Poly and continue your education.
- You may accept a draft call and elect to serve a period of less than 12 months.

Aimed toward the ocean, the sound waves stunned the birds and knocked them to the beach.

Not even birds are safe in event of an atomic war.

HANFORD, CALIF. - Los Angeles, Garden City and Pasadena tried out a new super sized air raid siren for the birds—"For The Birds—".

WANTED—FOR THE BIRDS—

— Finer Point—

"Saleman" made an appearance a couple weeks ago and brought with him a finer point that was well received.
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** Cal Poly News **

Editorial Note: Club news deadlines are 8 p.m. Mondays. For publication, all club requests must take place prior to Mustang news in Room 21, Ad building by that deadline.

FFA Sponsors Program
M. K. Fleming, ag teacher assigned to Cal Poly's FFA Chapter, was appointed by President Kennedy to work with and assist in the administration of FFA chapters in the propagation and demonstration of agriculture programs, to be aided during National FFA week, Feb. 1-7.

Terms of the program will be: "Top 10" for the FFA "Group Meeting the Present World Energy Goals," and "Mainstream FFA."

George Cooper, assistant superintendent of agriculture education, was the guest speaker. "General Overall Questions and needlepoint reception on the chapter, also voted to have a two page drive for thealsy school.

Wives, who sponsored the euhuckle at the numerous Inquiries, one who knows all about them, mobll road trip for the maintenance department, elective unite, elector nation and Driver Training which "Supply," he explained, "we began to teach proper drivers credential or give them driving kills and show the driver distances accurately and react instantly in an emergency. Those who teach these classes also taught the class, secure a 2-A classification."

Brown Now Miltoncico
Brown was forced to give up his duties because

Don't Need Money
"You don't need money to travel with kids," said Paul Orman, chair of the Camp Counsel program, giving an account of the trip to Acapulco, to the club's trip on their meeting, Jan. 11.

Mike's two-week vacation trip paid for itself. It included visits to Mexico and a sea fishing trip.

Pat Cunningham, Poly Royal representative, announced the proposed score rule for judging departmental exhibits. Critiques were given and will be held in the Poly Royal board, says Paul Orman, club advisor.

Mrs. Jan was elected secretary for the Poly Royal, who retired for personal reasons.

Community services, one was an account by Wayne Livingstone, last year's and Carl Crouse of the recent crops club graduates.

Poly Sands Delegates
Bob McCale and Bill Greer of Cal Poly's chapter of Alpha Phi Omega attended the national convention of the fraternity in Fresno, over Christmas vacation.

As a part of the convention, McCale and Greer left by train on Dec. 22 and returned Jan. 3, while a National office of Alpha Phi Omega in Kansas City, Mo.

TAS Hear Zant
The California Refrigeration Corporation, spoke at the meeting of the Poly Royal, at the regular meeting of Poly's Technical AIEE combined society, on Jan. 11.

A short business meeting followed.

Brown Now Maintenance Chief
Howard Brown, accomplished, licensed instructor, was recently appointed as maintenance supervisor in addition to his regular duties as a high school teacher, and director of Poly Royal. He was forced to leave the Poly Royal board, says Paul Orman, club advisor.

"The driving exam by trial that this is the most motivating, covers all the things that we teach in a six month period, far enough to keep him in the service. The test is hard to meet the standards for satisfactory parallel parking, backing, stopping with a bumper, turning a pedestrian zone, or completing a zig-zag course without knocking over some imaginary boundary markers.

All drivers learn the same standardized instruction in driving, although many teenagers have had riding experience in high school."

"It is not true that these standardized instruction in driving, although many teenagers have had riding experience in high school.

"I wish we could give demonstrations during Poly Royal. The team by doing experiments would give the students and members students and visitors alike," the coach concluded.

Studies, Three Jobs
Keep Student Busy
But you put your mind to accomplish something, you can do almost anything," says Don Hollanbeck, dairy manufacturing major.

He breaks his background qualifies his statement. He is a graduate of the John Oliver 21st and is completing his education here. For the past two years he has been a part-time and three part-time jobs in addition to attending school. During 1958, he worked for A F Plume Heath rector as a manager of a small ranch in Arizona, served as the poly vice president for the ranch job in lieu of lingering lines at the latter place.

The current quarter finds him with a third job again, station attendant for a service station in every "45. Del learned the basic way to accomplish a desired end.

Hills Stationery
BOOKS — GIFTS
OFFICE SUPPLIES
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
ART MATERIALS
GREETING CARDS

1127 Chorro, Phone 1043

For Your Shopping Convenience
Wickendor's
Will Be Open Monday Noon Till 9 P. M.

Montgomery Ward
876 Higuera
Phone 2210

Low Cost Airline Auto Radio
Powerful...compact! Pull in distant stations easily. Has full FM dial, 8 tubes (2 dual purpose), plus receiver, Big 35" built-in speaker for rich tones.

Check These Special Prices Offered to Poly Students

Protection!

For Yourself and Others
While You Drive...It's Farmers Insurance
For Dependability and Service It's Farmers
Ask Any of Our Policy Holders
1041 Higuera St.
Phone 677

California Park
WASHATERIA

California Park
WASHATERIA

Be Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. Daily
Except Sunday

Hock Hollanbeck, dairy manufacturing student, is shown working at one of the three jobs he holds down in addition to attending Poly...
Mustang Cagers

Wallop Gauchos

Att Channel City

Cal Poly's Mustang cagers chaffed up CCAA conference victory number two last Friday night with a decisive 67-48 win over the Santa Barbara Gauchos in the southern city.

Polly is now deadlocked for a second place with LA State as a result of their win over the Gauchos, Cal Poly basketball squad will visit Mustang-om-jockey. The headline read, "Impressive Jockey." Ed Beck was the jockey and he had been picked after putting the heat on a B-26. Beck had forged his papers and wasn't even an Air force pilot. His only experience as a sky jockey consisted of eight hours flight time in a Piper cub.

Before reading the Benito done sheet, Jorgie checked with the win over grey hair.

High School - Doug Statham, leading point maker for the Mustang cagers, netted 17 points in the Santa Barbara game.

Brands Locker

STORAGE & MEAT MARKET

BEE HIVE CAFE

THE COMPLETE RESTAURANT

Specializing in SEA FOODS and BROILED STEAKS

677 MONTREY ST.

PHONE 128

Genuine Plastic Seat Covers

SUNSET BARBER SHOP

HAIRCUT $1.00

176 Morro St. L. BARBOSO

VITAMIN PACKED

As A Devout

AMERICA'S

FIRTeST

CONFECTION

SPUDNUT SHOP

262 HUGUERA ST. SUN. OCEANO

 hacking run in an Army B-24. A heavy craft to be handling like a tenpant who was on leave. As a result of his gracious hospitality, Ed was invited to take a hop in a B-24. Ed was quick to accept the offer. The hop was completed and all hands survived unscathed.

Burden Optimistic

Weekend Optimistic Burden had this to say about the meet. "All-American. It was a very good match. Conditioned was a factor against us, but we have been out of it for a month becaus we were refereeing meets. Everywhere we run, we find ourselves because we were up against well-conditioned, highly experienced and well coached teams."

Forden's Hardware

it's Quality

counts

Tools! Paint! Utemial Glassware! Clocks! Builders Hardware

S. M. FORDEN, Proprietor

Phone 270

1533 Chorro St.

MUSTANG TIRE & AUTO SHOP

308 Chorro Street

308 CHORRO ST.

Phone 204

Get Your Down

Bring your needed clothes to our store, where our expert dry-cleaning men are available, free of charge, to inspect and estimate for the most proper cleaning. Don't waste your time and money. Let the experts do it right.

JACOBE'S

MARCH AND OSOS STREETS

OLD TIMERS

GRAPPLERS

Navy-Marathon Give

Cruisher To Local

Grapplers, 20-6

San Diego Naval Training Center powerpressed its way to a 50-16 win over the Mustangs in the 10th annual basketball charity game which will be held in Candian Gym Jan. 30.

The game, sponsored by the Telephone-Tribune sports department and the Cal Poly basketball club, will pit the Exchange Club against the Mustangs in the first game and the Rotary against the Kiwanis in the night game.

Ed was a Navy man but here he was making dive bombing over the Mustangs. A heavy craft to be handling like a tenpant who was on leave. As a result of his gracious hospitality, Ed was invited to take a hop in a B-24. Ed was quick to accept the offer. The hop was completed and all hands survived unscathed.

Shortly thereafter, Jorgie had orders to move out.

Devil Without Wings

While perusing the scandal sheet of the Borneo Daily Snooze Ed happened to come across an item which said.

"Google" Does

'The fresh man on the real

found his way to a

CIF 123

point lead over the Mustang. Billy Adams at 191.5 pounds. The bout was close all the way. basing his weight on grey hair.

Jorgie was invited to take a hop in a B-24. Ed was quick to accept the offer. The hop was completed and all hands survived unscathed.
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With the annual March of Dimes campaign under way, fans of San Luis Obispo's service clubs are banding together now for the second annual basketball charity game which will be held in Candian Gym Jan. 30.

The game, sponsored by the Telephone-Tribune sports department and the Cal Poly basketball club, will pit the Exchange Club against the Mustangs in the first game and the Rotary against the Kiwanis in the night game.

Ed Informs — two games ahead of the Peck.

So the sky was the limit, let her rip.

chose end Pepperdine's thumping point edge. However in the second half both Freano State and LA State opened up to take a commendably

The Mustangs

In Santa Barbara, the Mustangs
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Jorgie was invited to take a hop in a B-24. Ed was quick to accept the offer. The hop was completed and all hands survived unscathed.

With the annual March of Dimes campaign under way, fans of San Luis Obispo's service clubs are banding together now for the second annual basketball charity game which will be held in Candian Gym Jan. 30.
Mustangs Play Bulldog Fivc On Fresno Court

After a convincing win over the Santa Barbara Gauchos, Fresno Mustangs courtroom travel to tonight. Thus far this season the Gauchos have been defeated by St. Mary's, Cal Poly, and UCSD. On Saturday afternoon, the Mustangs meet the Gauchos again. Since the Gauchos have been defeated by the Mustangs twice this season, one cannot say with certainty what will happen. The Gauchos have not been able to score more than 14 points in their last game against the Mustangs.

Weak Track Corps Tackles Toughest Schedule in History

With the long term of Uncle Sam and the inflated price of labor, many track meet attendees are such that a student may work out at home, saving hiring fees. Although the conference is still held, the Mustangs are not expected to be able to attend.

The conference is scheduled to begin on March 10, with Long Beach at home on March 17. The Gauchos are expected to perform well, with outstanding performances by Nicky, a member of the Gauchos, and Nicky, a member of the Mustangs.

Outstanding Player...Ed Nicky, winner of the most valuable player award in the Gauchos' journey, will go against Fresno tonight.

Intramural Squads Can Add Players

Under a ruling from the gym office, it is now possible for intramural basketball teams to add players. This means that teams may bring in more players to increase their chances of winning. The number of players may vary, but it is limited to the gym office.

The Mustangs are expected to add players to their team, bringing their total to 10. The Gauchos are expected to add players as well, bringing their total to 12. The teams will play tomorrow night at the gym office.

Penney's Homemaker's JAMBOREE

START YOUR YEAR WITH SAVINGS!

Nothing NEW For S.I.O.

Something NEW For Cal Poly BLACK and WHITE TAXI SERVICE DAY OR NIGHT

Something NEW For S.I.O.

RATES

CAMPUS (up to 3 passengers) $0.75
CAMP (up to 6 passengers) $1.50

ANDERSON HOTEL

PHONE 3181

HAWAIIAN RAYON PRINTS

79c

Designed in Hawaii specially for you! Authentic colorings, exciting island prints! Wonderful for sport shirts, skirts, dresses. Long on wear...every yard hand washable!
Middle Ages Prove Responsible For Worries Of Modern Student

By Arthur Vanne

Stated curricula, formal training, examinations, degrees, exams and degrees—short in the name of Castes did "come from the sky." Civilization from the above, in the textbook used in History of Civilization, a "thousands" course instructed by Polya's Eugene Smith will tell you. The line has never been. 800 years up the path of time from the Viking invasions universities first began to take form. One of the first institutions of learning, University of Bologna, Italy, students had the upper hand—they even kept their professor in leash! For instance, in the earliest statutes (1157) we read: "A professor might not be absolved without leave, even a single day, and if he desired to leave both he had to make a detailed list and the head of the school, in turn, had to ask the permission of the professor to allow that student to continue. The text is not clear as to whether there was an audience of five for a recitation, but if there was a five, it was not too bad. In most university officials, and to pay my sub-

Thousand* of students posted into Paris to attend this Institution. Th* professors' word was law! at Paris, was at the other extreme. he was obliged to cover ground systematically, eo much in each difficulty to the end of the hour, and after the next bell. He web not a regular lecture, he was fined deed, which could not secure five absent—a poor lecture, In­

form.

This history book tells us, a doleful request from a scholar at Orleans ends, "Well-belOved fa­

From working with the machine. Special events such as title gues­

The machine was purchased lo­

The tangible test... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test

&- Reliable way to discover how mild a cigarette can be! A

Looking for laste, we believe you'll

But then he got his feet on the ground. He learned that there is a reliable way to discover how mild a cigarette can be! And that test is...

The sensible test... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test which simply asks you to try Camels as a steady smoke-on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments needed. After you've enjoyed Camels— and only Camels—for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste), we believe you'll know why...

More People Smoke Camels than any other cigarette!